WHY WE URGENTLY NEED TAO GEOMANTIC LAND & BUILDING CLEANING/CLEANSING AND HEALING?

1) INTRODUCTION

1.1 Due to limited good land suitable for agricultural and building homes, the same piece of land where we built out modern houses/buildings has been used and occupied by different human cultural and civilization groups for hundreds and thousands of years. Past humans were involved in wars, killings and sacrifices and left behind on the land many layers of graves and negative metamorphosis energy frequencies. These negative energy frequencies have become more active over the last few years due to major climatic and planetary changes;

1.2 Normal healthy lands should have vitality of +500 qu to +800 qu like virgin jungle or secondary forested lands. So it is not uncommon to find in developed areas with minus 600 qu to over -1,000 qu. Land and inside house/building with over -1,000 qu we always found many old graves. The vital energy of a grave yard is -3,000qu. Humans and animals living in homes and business buildings with over -1,000 qu tend to suffer from some form depression, experiencing fatigue and have many health issues and less happy and successful in their life;

1.3 Furthermore, with more frequent earthquakes and climatic changes we found more than 45 % of homes and business buildings are severely affected by earth stress frequencies such as Underground Water Streams, Faultlines, Black Streams and Earth Vortexes. Humans and animals sleeping or sitting on such stress fields for longer period of time are extremely stressful and tend to suffer from degenerative diseases and unable to live a normal successful life.

2. QI-MAG INSTITUTE SOLUTIONS & BENEFITS

2.1 Qi-Mag International Feng Shui and Geobiology Institute has created a comprehensive package of knowledge and technologies from ancient Europeans, North Americans and Chinese Taoist health practices to train Tao Geomantic Land and Building Vitality consultants with competence to identify over 350 negative energy frequency stress fields in a home or building and to apply proven practices and technologies to harmonise and neutralise the harmful ones;

2.2 Qi-Mag Tao Consultants are able to increase the vitality of the land and building to healthy virgin jungle vita energy state at +800 qu unit to attract more oxygen and negatively ionised air;

2.3 Bama county in Guangxi Province, South West China and Hunza in North Pakistan have land vita energy from +600 to +800 qu. These two locations with land vita energy from +600 to +800 qu are internationally known to have the highest number of centenarians in the world. When a client's land vita energy is raised from negative - 600 to -2600 to + 800 qu after a Tao Geomantic land/house cleaning/cleansing we believe this higher vita energy would also support the longevity and better health of occupants.

2.4 With better quality healthy air and higher oxygen, occupants tend to experience higher mental clarity and balance thereby able to more creative and intuition to make more rational and correct decisions. As a result adult occupants are able to achieve higher productivity and more balance to achieve better success in their business dealings;
2.5 Higher land and building vitality can reduce occupants general fatigue and improve their general health and wellbeing and they are able to improve their quality of life and more successful in their careers;

2.6 Geopathic stress fields from the ground are identified and are either neutralised, harmonised or avoided in sleeping and working places. Thereby the incident of degenerative diseases and cancers are reduced or can be eliminated;

2.7 Reduction of E-smog, stress fields and negative metamorphosis frequencies and other pollutants and the increase of better quality air would also reduce the incidents of lungs, bronchial and asthmatic health problems. Incidents of depression with causes from the lungs should also be reduced;

2.8 In a more healthy and low stress in-building environmental conditions children are able to concentrate more in their study and learning ability also improves. Therefore children are able to achieve better academic results;

2.9 Generally, occupants need less sleep, more awake and have more hours to do their work, can achieve more daily and we find less accidents and injuries in house/ office after negative metamorphosis frequencies are harmonised and neutralised.

2.10 With the reactivation of building "Prosperity", "Abundance", and "Wealth" Power Spots occupants' prosperity, abundance and wealth potentials are enhanced!!;

2.11 The "Heart Spot" in the building is also reactivated and increased in vita energy which would enhance the good relationship of partners, children and working colleagues in business buildings;

2.12 Higher land energy vitality would also translate into higher food crops and water vita energy in the garden to positively strengthening humans and animals' body vita force, body cells vitality and immune system. Citizens in such high land vitality regions and eating foods from the land are commonly found to have less health problems;

3. INVESTMENT FOR BETTER HEALTH & SUCCESSFUL LIFE

3.1 Specifically, a Tao Geomantic land/house cleansing/cleaning job should be considered an excellent small investment for better health and wellbeing of the family or corporate staff. The minor investment costs can easily be recovered by the reduction in the cost of drinking many strong coffees daily to reduce fatigue and the costs of health issues and frequent absenteeism from work."

3.2 A "Tao Geomantic Land and Building Vitality Consultant" can do a preliminary scan of the land and house for a client at a nominal fee to be agreed on to find out the actual health and vitality of the land and house before a complete land and house cleaning and cleansing job is carried out. List of qualified consultants can be found in this website under "Qualified Tao Geomantic Consultants.

Wish every awakening person good health and a happy life!!!

Dr Jes T Y Lim,
Tao Feng Shui and Geomantic Grandmaster"
"This colour picture before a Qi-Mag Tao Geomantic land cleaning/cleansing of the land shows the confusing non-harmonic pattern of the colours caused by the negative and stressful frequencies in the house. Stressful frequencies on land inside a house/building are assorted with fatigue, low body vitality, degenerative diseases low work performance".
"This beautiful and more even harmonic pattern of rainbow colours with a rising sun from the base indicates that healthy high vitality energy and frequencies are coming up from the ground, similar to a virgin jungle conditions. With such high vitality and harmonic rainbow colour patterns also indicate that the negative ionised air quality in the house/building are higher thereby supporting higher humans aspirations and occupants are also more able to live a better quality of life! Home occupants and Office/business employees are generally more healthy and able to performance with higher productivity."